Andy Martrich, 2015

Blackmar-Diemer Gambit
“On the chessboard lies and
hypocrisy do not last long.” - Emanuel Lasker

It is frequently assumed that
the Blackmar-Diemer Gambit is more prone to internal
contradictions than any other
opening in what is known as
Queen’s Pawn Game. It is certainly the case that analysts
of the game only very rarely
lower themselves to deal with
an opening that international
master Andrew David Martin
famously likened to “shopping for a tombstone.” When
a categorically generous analyst
stoops to consider the results of
such a repertoire, they tend not
in any obvious way to help the
case of promoting the relevancy
of BDG, or in providing unqualified criteria for classifying
certain strands of it as relational or ancillary to a conservative

view of an adequately played
Queen’s Pawn Game. Pawn
game, in general, is subservient to the self-consciousness
of an ad rem anatomical structure, namely an explicit game
materialism solidified through
its history. Structural maturation in this context, not just in
BDG, is therefore a precarious
achievement, and endures only
if it is underpinned by a sense
of tradition, and by a broad endorsement of the surrounding
anatomical norms. When those
things evaporate (i.e. tradition/
broad endorsement), the criteria necessary to uphold the support mechanisms of the very
game are superseded by a structure of fakery, replete with mistakes, blunders, and inaccura-

cies, such as the over-the-board
(OTB) conditions precipitated
by an opening as ridiculous as
BDG.

response to real conditions,
but a fabrication designed to
replace them. Yet both players
conspire to persuade each other
that the patterns manifested in
Fakery in chess depends on a and through the opening are
measure of complicity between something deep and actual; lethe perpetrator and the vic- gitimate chess.
tim, who together conspire to
move where they should not Everyone is lying. All we have
move, and to rely on inauthen- on the chessboard, online or
tic strategies. There are fake be- OTB, is the requisite intention
liefs, fake navigations, and fake — in other words, to play a
kinds of expertise particularly pawn without the intention to
existent in the online board deceive. Faking, by contrast, is
environment where players are an achievement in that it preinherently given to variants of dominates an authenticated
misrepresentation due to the structure. In order to falsify
irresistible temptation to access environments, it is necessary to
and utilize online documents, take opponents in, yourself inexpert directories, and chess cluded (you are your own worst
strategy-themed chat rooms to enemy in the context of any
con their way through gaming materialism). In a sense, faking
conditions typically foreign to is not something that can be
OTB settings. There is also fake intended, even though it typiemotion, which comes about cally comes about through inwhen players debase the pat- tentional actions. The liar can
terns and conditions in which pretend to be shocked when
the authentic feeling of control lies are exposed, but the precan take root, so that they are no tense is merely a continuation
longer fully aware of the differ- of a dishonest strategy. Howence between the establishment ever, this does not stop the
and its corruption. BDG may audience from being shocked
inculcate these circumstances when the fakery is exposed,
in that it is not an opening in since it revolves around a com-

munity of trust, taking advantage of a rampant susceptibility
caused by the fragile honesty
of the anatomy and history of
the structure. That being said,
attempting to analyze a game
played with BDG is integral to
understanding how a Queen’s
Pawn Game works and how it
can be corrupted.
Fundamentally speaking, we
study openings because we are
interested in the consequences
generated by the beginning of
the game; in turn, we entrust
these beginnings to innate anatomical structures because the
process of allocation allows us
to experience the richness of
the game. Even if only a few
people are capable of assimilating patterns to their applicable
totality, we all benefit from the
results, in the form of knowledge, metaphysical and spiritual understanding, and the
works of the Grandmasters that
evoke the purity of the rules
while simultaneously reconciling us to those rules. The great
José Raúl Capablanca went further in identifying the parameters of the actual in relation
to the fundamentals, “When

you sit down to play a game
you should think only about
the position, but not about the
opponent… all the same psychology bears no relation to it
and only stands in the way of
real chess.” Only in position,
he suggested, are our rational
needs and desires properly fulfilled. Kantians might prefer to
say that in the position of the
actual we reach through the
world of means to the kingdom of ends. We leave behind
the routines of instrumental
reasoning and enter a world in
which mistakes, blunders, and
inaccuracies no longer exist
with intrinsic value.
Regardless, it is essential to
keep in mind the basic principle
that these generated patterns
may have their own intrinsic
methods and rewards. They
are concerned with genealogical structure, the beautiful and
the good, which between them
define the scope of logic and
the goals of serious chess. But
these principles are susceptible
to fakery, and one of the most
interesting developments in the
game over the past half-century
is the extent to which pervasive

dishonesty has driven out the omy, each piece in conflict with
varieties of the actual. How and itself and serving merely to
why does this happen?
promote a pseudo-reality that
has to be understood in other
The most efficient way to cre- terms — in terms of the powers
ate the proper conditions for to which patterns are subject,
fakery is to marginalize the rather than the rights that they
game’s materialism. This looks claim, in the end illustrating a
difficult at first. After all, every peculiar kind of pattern curled
move, every minor exchange, round like an in-grown toenail,
seems to be inherently tied to hard, ugly, and pointing only
the anatomical structure (due to itself.
to the parameters of the presupposed, and variables of geneaThis ideology is extremely
logical constraint), in essence, contentious, not least because
the very roots of the game. But it is rooted in falsified struchow can the game come to us, tures that are a detriment to
if we are indifferent to the le- chess. However, it does survive
gitimate establishment of that frequent variations of play, exgame? Unfortunately, this is uberant exercises in chaos, full
too simple. The elemental pen- of paradoxes and historical fabetration of an opponent’s ranks rications, sweeping the game
stems from the most ancient of along with a kind of facetious
chess ideology, which tells us indifference to the standards of
that (given the proper condi- rational strategy. Instead of logtions) concepts, habits of pat- ic, these players tote procedure.
tern, and ways of perceiving The deceiver that plays BDG
environments are adopted be- invites you to conspire in selfcause of their functionality, and deception, to join in creating
not in response to an anatomi- a fantasy world. The arrival of
cal structure. Therefore, there dishonest chess has come about
is a tendency for particular through the complicit opening
openings (BDG among them) of territory to the propagation
to spawn structures likely to of a nonsensical individuality
detach from the collective anat- of objects, i.e. a primitive Ani-

mism. Nonsense of this kind is
a bid to be accepted. And if you
have earned your position by
learning to push around fraudulent pawns, combining them
in the impenetrable deception
that hoodwinks honest chess
players, no doubt you will react indignantly to everything
I have said so far and cease to
read further.
I am aware that there will be
mixed reactions to this analysis.
A reader may surmise that this
game should not have been recorded let alone meticulously
scrutinized. I disagree with this
assertion simply due to the fact
that the conditions for evil exist
within any given somnolence,
and nesting takes place, as it
always does, in a symbolically
prestructed pattern. Therefore,
the board requires analysis in
the context of its role as a potential apparatus of evil. As you
will see, the first blunder (at
move 4) provides the initial evidence of despicable and utter
corruption. Statistics from this
particular game connote the repulsiveness of our model:
Inaccuracies: 5 = 13.2%

Mistakes: 5 = 13.2%
Blunders: 6 = 15.8%
The game begins as such:
1.
2.
3.
4.

e4		
d4		
Nc3		
f3		

d5
dxe4
Nf6
exf3?!

Position after 4... exf3

It is typical of BDG to proffer conditions ripe for hideous
game-play. This first blunder is
a testimony to repulsion. We
immediately see the attack of
the pawn at f3. This is an audacious (even ignorant) move
from Black, which should be
focusing on defense post-gambit. The attacking side relies
mainly on space advantage and
the harmonious coordination
of its pieces. Consider the trajectory of this pawn as it moves
unquestioningly into prema-

ture death. There is nothing counter to impregnable carnal
harmonious about such disre- substructure.
spect for position.
Suggested play:
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

…		
dxe5		
Kxd1		
e6		
a4

e5
Qxd1+
Nfd7
fxe6

Or perhaps even better…
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

…		
Nxf3		
h3		
gxf3		
Bd3

exf3
Bg4
Bxf3
Nc6

Instead, we are drawn into the
next blunder:
5.

Nxf3		

h6?!

Clearly, Black plans on castling
short; however, what would
typically be part of a customary strategy has given way to a
position within quaternionic
representation, where pawnobject self-awareness develops

Position after 5... h6

We need to consider whether
it is Black that wants to prevent
Ng5, or rather the pawn at h6.
Sure enough, as early as move 5
there appears to be yet another
breach in the harmony of Black’s
pieces, a confliction between
offense and defense, which can
be traced back to the blunder
at f3 and the initial gambit.
Knowledgable practitioners of
Queen’s Pawn Game are typically wary of mutiny amongst
the ranks due to widely known
alternate notations that delineate the potential for a concomitant self-aggrandizement.
In other words, the variant is
set to deceive the establishment

of difference in and through its
pieces, and in such an obvious way that the game suffers
at its very core. It is impossible
for cardinality to be frightened
into fakery; however, the human and human-to-object relationship is always weak and
susceptible. Infidelities may be
calculated in place of logic, and
the projection of intention can
be evidenced through the manipulation of a suppositional
materialism, not in the sense of
sacrificing position for the gain
of material, but rather as a selfdigesting monism that defines
itself through its material. Having said that, it is important to
note that any operational materialism at its crux is abstract,
and therefore susceptible to the
flippancy of disrespecting variables. With this malevolence
exposed, it should not surprise
the reader to learn that Emil Joseph Diemer, the man responsible for the development of
the Blackmar-Diemer Gambit
into the latter part of the 20th
century, was in fact a Nazi.

Suggested play:
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

…		
Bg5		
Bd3		
O-O		
a3

e6
Bd6
O-O
Nc6

Or perhaps even better…
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

…		
Bc4		
O-O		
Bf4		
Bg3

h6
e6
Nc6
g5

As you will see, what should
happen and does happen are
two very different things:
6.
7.
8.

Bc4		
Ne5		
Bf4		

e6
Nbd7
Nxe5?!

The chess of the actual allows
no substitute abettor, and can
never become the subaltern of
a bargain or an exchange. At 8
we have a fantastic example of
a knight acting prematurely on
its own assumptions, sacrificing

ness, or has grown old, weary,
and unattractive. This is exactly
the sort of brash decision making that BDG encourages.
Suggested play:

Position after 8... Nxe5

defensive positioning for what
it must have perceived as an
even exchange. The capacity
for harmony quickly reduces
when pieces are deceived into
acting on their own. Fakery
seeks to gamble away any adequate positioning with the
expectation of receiving (ostensible) benefits. It is therefore
always ready to exchange its
present object for another one
without consideration for the
consequences. The sentimental lover who enjoys the warm
feelings of self-approval that accompany her or his love is also
the one who moves quickly to
another object should the present one prove too arduous—
perhaps because she or he has
developed some debilitating ill-

8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

... 		
O-O 		
a3 		
dxe5 		
Kh1

Be7
O-O
Nxe5
Ng4

Or perhaps even better…
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

... 		
dxe5 		
Ne4 		
O-O 		
Qg4

Nxe5
Nd7
Be7
O-O

But we continue with:
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

dxe5 		
Qd3 		
O-O-O
a3 		
Ba2 		
Ne4 		

Nd7
a6
Qe7
b5
Bb7
g5??

diose falsity peddled by some
sort of archaic fideist.
Suggested play:

Position after 14... g5

As a result of this maneuver, Black has exposed a weak
point in its position that seriously restricts the mobility of
its pawns, which at this point
appear aggressive, yet disjunctive among the ranks. At first, it
would appear that the position
can be improved upon; however, it should be noted that in
BDG there can be no luminous
expectancy capable of dwelling
in the ungodly shift of nihilistic
bishops carving swastika-like
into board. Adhering to the
antipositional cliché of castling
long in this case, the irreparable
weakness and insecurity of the
self-aware pawn (particularly
the isolated pawn at b6), we inevitably dive head-first into inaccuracies as if guzzling a gran-

14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

... 		
Qe3 		
Nf6+ 		
exf6 		
Rxd1

Rd8
g5
Nxf6
Rxd1+

Or perhaps even better...
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.

... 		
Qxd7+
Nf6+ 		
Rxd7+
Be3

g5
Qxd7
Kd8
Kc8

Instead we are immediately
greeted by the next inaccuracy:
15. Be3??
To be genuine, a bishop must
be in advance of its time; any
slacking will mean a fall into
the swamp of fake emotion and
commercial effects. Be3 gravitates toward a destiny of universal simulacra. In effect, no

16. Nf6+ 		
17. Rxd7+
18. Be3 		

Kd8
Kc8
Bxg2

Or perhaps even better…

Position after 15... Be3

15.
16.
17.
18.

Bg3		
Nf6+ 		
exf6 		
h4 		

Bg7
Nxf6
Bxf6
O-O

authentic bishop willingly (as
it is predestinated by subjective
As expected, Black falls into
realism) sacrifices its technical
locus. But here we see in pleni- the trap:
tude the bishop’s exhausting
Nxe5?
confusion as it gradually moves 15. ... 		
into displacement and death. It
should follow that dishonesty
is not an object, but rather a
process. A process that takes on
irreducible singularities despite
its subjects. Dishonest chess
is emulated in the domain of
discredit, in particular, to the
highly visible suffering of the
Position after 15... Nxe5
self-evidence of objects conThe self-aware knight threatfined to these preconditioned
ens the White queen without
spacial horrors.
thought for the repercussions,
and therefore not only puts itSuggested play:
self at risk, but also exposes the
king and prevents castling. The
15. Qxd7+
Qxd7

mental acuity and agility of
the self-aware object (i.e. the
knight) is always subpar to the
organic mastery of the pusher,
who otherwise exhibits the
only embodiment of control in
the game, even in this case by
assigning, intentionally or not,
spiritual essence and freedom
of choice to the game’s material. Here, the players revel as
observers in the blunderings
of that control— which now
manifests as the manufacture of
corruption codified in falsified
patterns created by self-conscious objects. Of course preestablished capacities produce
the conditions for freedom that
the knight utilizes in order to
express itself as the only piece
capable of “jumping” over its
comrades and enemies alike.
Therefore, we encounter the
first instance (and not the last)
of a solipsistic object, believing
only in the equality proffered
by its unique ability.

Suggested play:
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

... 		
Nf6+ 		
exf6 		
Rhf1 		
g3

Bg7
Nxf6
Bxf6
O-O

Or perhaps even better…
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.

… 		
Qd4 		
Nc5 		
Rhg1 		
Rd2

Nxe5
Bg7
Bxg2
Bf3

However, the game continues:
16. Qc3 		

Bxe4?

Position after 16... Bxe4

We should not be surprised to
find another conceited bishop

inadequately responding to the
opposition’s queen. Perhaps
here, we should consider the
fact that genealogical structures
and materialisms are always
subordinated to an inferior
politics, but not hierarchically
speaking. By inferior politics we
mean an ideological supposition that dismisses the inherent
fragility of substructures in lieu
of an absolute faith in logic (i.e.
consensus reality) while disentangling frugality in the wake
of insurmountable choice. In
other words, an unrelenting
fidelity to the ostensible solidification of a material in which
anything goes. If that material
gives rise to self-fetishism, as it
clearly has in this game, there
exists no necessary constraint
within the anatomical structure
and the structure in relation to
the manufactured self in its solitude. Therefore the question
follows, are collectives (particularly in the case of communities
of like objects) of a preconditioned structure always victims
of abjection due to the inher-

ent drive toward fragmentation
and isolation? If so, is it safe to
assume that the bishop at Be4
is also a victim, particularly in
the presence of the opposition’s
queen? If we are determined to
regard collectives/communities
as objects/individuals of resistance, conservative by evident
principles, then the answer is
yes. But herein lies the issue,
as the overwhelming/obsessive
self-interest of victims commences in the development of
corruption. For example, if a
pawn (an individual) abandons
its predetermined role as dutybound dead, it merely assimilates to its fragile body (all that
it has), a variable lost in a sea of
abstinences. Spiritual essence
always leads to objectification.
An indigent bishop is no exception.
Suggested play:
16.
17.
18.
19.

... 		
Nc5 		
Bxd5 		
Rxd5 		

f6
Bd5
exd5
c6

20. Rhd1
Or perhaps even better…
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.

... 		
Qxe5 		
Qxh8 		
Rhf1 		
Kb1

Bxe4
Bd5
Bxa2
Bd5

But here is what transpires:
17. Qxe5 		
18. Qxh8 		
19. Rxh1 		

Bxg2
Bxh1
f6?

Relatively speaking, this is not
necessarily a terrible move; however, conditions established by
BDG cast a grandiose shadow
over every move; therefore, all

Position after 19... f6

is suspect. It is evident that the
pawn at f6 believes it is trapping
the White queen. Clearly, from
our vantage point it is easy to
see how the White queen might
escape (Qg8, Qg6+). The corollary effect of a self-aware object
in motion (in this case the pawn
at f6) is the necessity to convince the self of taking part in a
cogent requisite progression in
reaction to (potentially hostile)
environmental factors. Sadly,
pathetically, this is a primary
example of how the self-aware
object strives to surround itself
with meaning in order to justify its existence in fragmentation. In turn, it proselytizes this
meaning to its ranks, equally
susceptible to fakery, who then
take this pseudo meaning as
gospel fact and treat it as if it
were legitimate strategy. Thus
arises a self-contained circle of
impervious dishonesty. And
because these notions of connectivity are more akin to excommunication than unity, the
foundation of the collective is
innately corrosive. Hence the

flight from fragmentation ends
in fragmentation, and objects
decay on the positions they occupy.
Suggested play:
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.

... 		
Kb1 		
Qe5 		
Qe4 		
Rf1

O-O-O
Kb8
Qd6
Bg7

Position after 21... Ke8

pawns are filled with envy for
their comrades now taking part
in the offensive. Regardless of
sides, self-aware pieces in the
Or perhaps even better…
grip of corruption begin to hate
the pieces that obsess them, in19. ... 		
f6
cluding themselves. They look
20. Rf1 		
Qg7
for proof that the object is, af21. Qxg7 		
Bxg7
ter all, the broken, wretched,
22. Bxe6 		
Rd8
unloved creature that they wish
23. Rf5
it to be. And that way they
come to experience pleasure in
Instead we are greeted with:
an object’s willed misfortune.
St. Augustine reminds us that
20. Qg8 		
Kd7
envy and malice have a sword:
21. Rd1+ 		
Ke8??
but it reaches its target only if it
first passes through the body of
At the halfway point of the the one who wields it.
game, a king suffers, glued to
its unfortunate radius, wedged Suggested play:
precariously between queen
and rook. White’s inactive 21. ... 		
Kc8

22.
23.
24.
25.

Bxe6+
Rd7 		
Bd5+ 		
Bxa8

Kb7
Qe8
Kc8

Or perhaps even better…
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.

… 		
Qg6+ 		
Qe4 		
Qxa8+
Qxa6

Ke8
Qf7
Bd6
Ke7

But the game progresses:
22. Qg6+ 		
23. Qxf7+??

Qf7

Position after 23... Qxf7+

We are greeted by a new
queen, one digesting the other
in a power-process to monument a world where truth and

decency have been banished, in
which corruption rules in its
stead. As Elias Canetti writes,
“The constant pressure which,
during the whole of its long
progress through the body,
is applied to the prey which
has become food; its dissolution and intimate union with
the creature digesting it; the
complete and final annihilation, first of all functions and
then of everything which once
constituted its individuality;
its assimilation to something
already existing, that is, to the
body of the eater— all this may
very well be seen as the central,
if most hidden, process of power.” Chess is not contingent
on a domination that consists
of absolutely guiltless murder
and consumption. This is not
the chess that we grew up with,
came to love, and most importantly, to respect. What we
have here is complete and utter
fraudulent play. Furthermore,
this sort of on the board obscenity grossly affects the chess
economy in catering to a dis-

gusting public that prefers loud
supermarket colored boards,
pieces in the guise of effigies
to popular culture (i.e. The
Simpsons, Lord of the Rings,
and Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles), and alternative rules
(Space Chess, Chess960)— all
telling the same story that there
is no meaning in anything, but
only novelty and commercials
which define (quite rigidly) our
corporeality. The world that
has its physical roots in novelty is complete abstraction in
every instance but the present
moment. However, in the 21st
century it is common knowledge that all objects in the actual world are elastic. Evidently, the amount of deformation
may vary from one object to
another and from one physical
condition to another, but the
existence of the deformation itself is absolutely out of the question. This is the same elasticity
that allows a chess player to
make informed decisions with
regard to the anatomical structure and history of the game.

Intrinsically, these informed,
well-mannered, elastic decision
making practices provide the
principle foundation— in essence, the apotropaic magic—
for the establishment of an
adequate preservation strategy
that will suppress the maturation of evil that manifests as the
self-aware objects corollary to a
game that features an opening
such as BDG.
Suggested play:
23.
24.
25.
26.

Qe4 		
Bxe6 		
Bxf7+
Qh7+ 		

Bd6
Rd8
Kxf7
Ke6

Or perhaps even better…
23.
24.
25.
26.

Qxf7+
Rd7+ 		
Bxe6 		
h3 		

Kxf7
Kg6
Bd6
f5

The game proceeds with:
23. ... 		
24. Rd7+ 		

Kxf7
Be7

25. Bc5 		
26. Rxc7 		

Position after 26... Kf8

Re8
Kf8?!

The fantasy of evil manifests
itself through a carnal possession of the game, becoming a
unified object (where there are
no spiritual possibilities) while
simultaneously disharmonizing
the pieces through a process of
individualization. In this absence, evil is physical, powerful, and generally in dissimilarity (a quality that makes it
particularly difficult to exorcise
once it has entrenched itself ).
It is BDG that conjures this
evil, this fantasy world of deception, corrupting the minds
of the international chess community. While under the influence of this malevolence, the
chess playing public believes
that it is excusable to construct
positions with morally inferior
decision making practices, all
the while unaware of the fact
that they are not even involved
in the power-process.

Clearly, there seems to be no
place for the structurally immutable,
pattern-invariant
character of objects in this new
and aggressive form of commercialized chess, as the self
becomes not the creator of the
objective world but simply one
of its deformable by-products.
Corrupt consciousness brews
and escapes from the game,
affecting, without prejudice,
all of its physical characteristics— ranks, files, functions,
coordinates, material, and any
other affiliated production. Corrupt chess creates an unIt is in this capacity that evil is real world peopled with all the
able to take root and become virtues that we might otherwise
a somatic, not a spiritual, fact. practice, but which we render

inaccessible by situating them
in an illusory state (i.e. the
commercial) just beyond our
reach. The result is the complete alienation from the moral
qualities that are requisite to
the play an actual game.
Suggested play:
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

... 		
Ra7 		
Kd2 		
Bxe7 		
Rxa6

Position after 30... a4

f5
f4
g4
Rxe7

Or perhaps even better...
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.

... 		
Bxe7+
Rc6 		
Rxa6 		
Rb6

Kf8
Rxe7
Kf7
f5

Instead, we have:
27.
28.
29.
30.

Bxe7+
Rc6 		
Rxa6 		
a4?

Rxe7
Kf7
g4

Fundamentally, chess play is
composed of the mentally arduous contemplation of heterogenous processes and onerous
responses to those processes
(although some may think otherwise); but, let us consider the
possibility that this complexity also portends an inherent
fragility in the structure of the
game. Admittedly, to this day,
there are numerous possibilities in chess that remain undeveloped and unmapped. This
room for error provides the
gateway (through which the
specter of evil eagerly floods) to
the heart of the game’s primary
weakness (i.e. its intricacies). In
response, there grew a class of
impresarios who offered initiation into chess as if to a cult.

This impresario class began to
promote the incomprehensible
and the outrageous as a matter
of course, lest the chess playing
public should regard its impressions as redundant. They
fostered a new kind of chess
player, determined to keep the
game in motion, while understanding less and less what that
motion might be, and therefore
immensely ignorant to the potential consequences of such
play. The critics and analysts
gathered like clucking hens
around this “new” brand of
chess like some inscrutable egg,
and in turn, fakery was projected to the public with all the apparatus required for its acceptance as the real thing, merely
for the fact that the board always contains its squares, pieces, and rules, therefore assumed
impenetrable as a structure.
The novice wrongly speculates
that within a pattern there is
no room for error because one
submits to a given immutable
paradigm, but it is this very
ignorance that encourages the

contemporary insecurity of our
magnificent game. It is here
that we find a habit of fakery
that is so deeply wrapped up
in its own imperatives that no
judgment is certain, except the
judgment that this before us is
the “real thing” and not a fake
at all, which in turn is a fake
judgment.
Suggested play:
30.
31.
32.
33.

Kd2 		
Ke3 		
Rb6 		
Rxe6+

f5
Kf6
Rc7
Kg5

Or perhaps even better…
30.
31.
32.
33.

a4 		
Rxa4 		
Kd2 		
Bc4 		

bxa4
f5
Kf6
f4

But the game progresses as
such:
30. ... 		
31. Rxa4 		
32. b4 		

bxa4
h5
f5?!

Position after 32... f5

The author of this analysis
does not think that evolutionary psychology tells us the
whole truth about the human
condition; however, it does tell
us that deep biological imperatives govern the majority of our
conduct and are apt to erupt
in ways that are not understood by those who are subject
to them, or understood only
through ideas that do not admit refutation. That is why this
new chess has been so influential to younger players who
are obviously innately plastic
(if not completely vulnerable
and helpless) to philosophies
that opt for novelty in lieu of
substance. It rephrases their
biological need, where what is
toted as fashionable takes prece-

dence over historical evolution.
Children will not believe that
the past is a guide to the future
unless told to do so; a young
chess player is no different. If
not properly instructed you can
guarantee that the chess playing youth will gravitate toward
novelty and fad with full faith
in the fantasy that they are engaged in real chess. Of course,
no such thing is authorized by
the players that demand respect
for the history and purity of the
game. But that is of no real effect when the absolutes of the
ignorant mind-set are commandeered by the absolutes of
hormones.
Suggested play:
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.

… 		
b5 		
Rxh4 		
Rg4 		
Kb2

h4
g3
g2
Ra7

Or perhaps even better…
32. ... 		

f5

33.
34.
35.
36.

b5 		
Bc4 		
hxg3 		
Kd2

h4
g3
hxg3

The game continues:
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.

b5 		
h3 		
Bc4 		
Bf1 		
Rxh4 		

h4
Rb7
g3
e5
f4??

Position after 37... f4

Pre-emptive kitschy chess offers fake cynosure and at the
same time pretends rejection of
the thing it offers. The player,
taken in by the deceit of selfaware objects, pretends to take
her or himself seriously, while
the critics and analysts pretend
to judge her or his game, and

the contemporary chess establishment pretends to promote
it. At the end of all this pretence, someone who cannot
perceive the difference between
advertising (which is a means)
and chess (which is an end)
decides that she or he should
subscribe to it, perhaps because
the person believes that there
is no longer anything else to
subscribe to. Only at this point
does the chain of pretence
come to an end, and the value
of this brand of chess reveals itself— namely, its value in monetary exchange. Even at this
point, however, the pretence is
important. The purchaser must
still believe that what he buys
into is real chess, and therefore
intrinsically valuable, a bargain
at any price. Otherwise, the
price would reflect the obvious
fact that anybody— even the
purchaser— could have faked
such a product. The essence of
fakes is that they are substitutes
for themselves, avatars of the
infinite mise-en-abyme that lies
behind every sellable thing. Of

course there has been corruption in chess before— though
nothing as awful as we have seen
in today’s chess. But there is no
doubt that the current situation has been brought about by
political and economic machinations that have made this
corruption inevitable. Some of
these machinations have been
internationally proselytized via
the ambition of certain young
“masters” that will remain unnamed due to the risk of potential legal action.
Suggested play:
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

... 		
Rh6+ 		
Re6 		
Kd2 		
Rg6

Kf6
Kg5
Kf4
e4

Or perhaps even better...
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.

... 		
Rh7+ 		
Rxb7 		
Bd3 		
Bxe4

f4
Kf6
f3
e4

And finally:
38.
39.
40.
41.

Rh7+ 		
Rxb7 		
b6 		
Rg7+ 		

Kf6
Kg5
f3
Kh4??

Position after 41... Kh4

Black can no longer defend
the onslaught of corruption;
the game concludes at move
42 with b7 and Black resigning, but there are no winners.
As there is no point in hiding
it anymore, it is with disgrace
that I admit to being one of
the players in this game. But
just as there is danger in a wandering eye, there is also danger
in a wandering mind. A chess
player’s mind scrolls through
many variations during a game;
however, it is important to

stress the concern that the players of this game were prevented from enacting on reliable
strategies from the very beginning, due to the constraint of
BDG, which adequately proffers the conditions for evil via
object self-awareness and fakery. Therefore, in a sense, the
players (myself included) are
not fully to blame; however,
this analysis should ultimately
serve as a warning, especially to
young players who are not familiar with the nearly infinite
intricacies of chess.
Suggested play:
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

... 		
b7 		
Bxg2 		
b8=Q 		
Rxg1

Kf4
g2
fxg2
g1=R+

Or perhaps even better…
41.
42.
43.
44.

... 		
Rg4+ 		
Rxg3 		
b7 		

Kh4
Kh5
f2
Kh4

45. Re3
Truly there are no winners
here. Needless to say, the considerations above have been
specifically selected for the
nontechnical level of this analysis. The technical treatment can
be presented in rather sophisticated theoretical language symmetry. You don’t have to be a
Grandmaster, given to abstruse
reflection on theory and analysis, to recognize that chess players and pieces, though reliant
on each other, are not the same
thing. Though it seems to be an
obvious point, it is necessary
to pronounce their separation.
There are wicked players, destructive players, disrespectful
players, despicable players: but
there is no such thing as a wicked, destructive, disrespectful,
or despicable piece. We might
consider that the piece is in possession of the chief good, part
and parcel of a flawless mechanism, carefully assembled over
the course of many centuries;
the part cannot create inroads

into our freedom; it brings a
particular understanding of the
whole to all who encounter it.
Truth here is as far from pleasure (gained from adherence
to fashions and consumerism)
as health is from intoxication.
Essentially, it comes from selfapproval— the knowledge and
adequate function of roles.
Hence Aristotle’s definition of
happiness, as “an activity of the
soul in accordance with virtue,”
echoes the role of the piece, in
its honesty. Thus the corruption does not come from the
interior, but rather the exterior
component, i.e. BDG.
Chess players are of many
kinds; but those most dangerous to the game come to the
board with the intention of
domination, not just of opponents, but of the actual game.
We must consider the notion
that when a thing is controlled
a thing is destroyed. For a brief
moment the dominant character is pleased to hold the
submissive in her or his hands,

all the while unaware that the
pleasure spells its doom. Down
goes one pawn, two pawns, a
bishop, and in its place there
comes the stale feeling of satiety— or, if you have reached
the stage of addiction, the slavish craving for more and more
elations of dominance. History
has shown that to exalt the pleasure of control into the goal of
chess is to deprive chess of its
goal. Yet the great mistake continues and corruption ensues.
And there are other pleasures
too which, while they do not
consume their cause, involve
a momentary reward the aftermath of which is either staleness or addiction. All around us
in our society we see the price
that people pay for their addictions: a sense that no pleasure
is forbidden, but all pleasure is
stale.
Whether or not our present
society has the ability or the
will to mandate the preservation of chess— not just as a
sport, but culturally, economi-

cally, and politically— we have
to accept the fact that many of
the millions who have come to
the game in the last two decades
are here to stay. The infrastructure will become increasingly
difficult to manage. As a result
we face a question that concerns every chess player: how
do we protect, conserve, build,
and competently promote our
game?

